Optimization of quality of service parameters for efficient channel allocation
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Abstract

The bandwidth-intensive network applications with aggressive quality of service (QoS) requirements requires fast and efficient networks. The wireless network performance is impacted due to multitudes of data transport at uneven transmission rates on various channels and line losses leading to congestion. It is a big challenge to achieve the required QoS by managing delay, jitter, bandwidth and packet loss parameters on a network. This paper highlights the major causes affecting QoS and proposes an optimization technique which allocates the channel dynamically by integrating all the parameters affecting QoS across network layer, medium access control (MAC) layer and physical layer. The proposed algorithm utilizes the feedback parameters namely queueing delay, packet priority and timeout, MAC layer contention delay and packet loss ratio as inputs and a closed loop processing control for the scheduler based on fuzzy logic control (FLC). Hence, the algorithm is more realistic and considers the line conditions. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is faster and utilizes the overall network more efficiently.
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1. Introduction

Wireless networking is very cost-effective and popular technology today as it eliminates the need to setup lot of infrastructure and is used in varied applications like data, audio and video data transmission. However, in time-sensitive transmissions like audio and video, it is important to deliver packets on time to maintain quality of service (QoS). In case of delay in delivering the packets beyond the deadline, the packets are of no use to the receiver and are dropped. This results in the wastage of allocated bandwidth that is already short and is shared with the connected nodes.

1.1. Causes affecting QOS of wireless networks

1.1.1. Network layer queueing delay

Queueing delay occurs when channel transmission rate is lesser than the arrival rate of the packets [1]. This causes packets build-up in the respective queues waiting for their turn to get transmitted. The packets begin to drop when the length of the queue reaches its maximum limit. This situation happens when there is fast inflow of data [2 - 4].

1.1.2. Packet priority

The another cause of packet drop is due to data packets with different priorities in the queue in which the higher priority data packets are served first leaving behind the low priority ones. Thus the high priority queue is emptied faster than lower priority queues at points in the network where congestion is occurring. The unserved packets which are stuck for time longer than their lifetime are timed out and dropped [5].

1.1.3. Packet timeout

When a packet is queued for transmission, it waits for the finite time (to get transmitted) which depends on its priority and its position in the queue. However, if it reaches its destination beyond a certain time called as timeout time, it loses its significance in the real time and hence gets retransmitted. A timer is updated constantly to track the timeout.

1.1.4. MAC layer contention delay

Contention delay refers to the time taken for a wireless node to gain access to a shared physical communication channel for a packet transmission [6]. Each node needs to arbitrate for the wireless channel access before it can start transmitting a packet. The node back off and arbitrates for the channel again if collision occurs. The contention mechanism in the firmware of MAC layer takes care of resolving this arbitration. Thus, contention delay is the interval time between the time that a packet is at head-of-line for transmission and the time that the packet actually starts to be transmitted out.

1.1.5. Physical layer packet loss ratio

Packet loss at the physical layer is the failure of one or more transmitted packets to arrive at the destination node. The packet loss affects the quality of service in a significant way. For example, packet loss causes jitter in video transmission, gaps in received speech in audio transmission and produces error in data transmission. The causes of packet loss include inadequate signal strength, natural or human-made interference, hardware or software issues or congestion at the nodes. Often, more than one factors is involved. Packet loss ratio for the channel is calculated as the ratio of number of packets lost to the total number of packets transmitted on the channel in the given period of time called measurement time [7 - 9].
The routing and scheduling are the critical processes for creating reliable and efficient routes for the data packets. While the routing process creates the most efficient route by minimizing the distance or travel time necessary for the data packets to reach the destination, the scheduling is the process of assigning an arrival and service time for each node. The wireless networks have implemented many proactive and reactive routing approaches like Fixed Partition Load Sharing (FPLS) [10], Dynamic Load Aware Routing (DLAR) [11], Congestion Aware Load Balancing (CALB) [12], Neighborhood Load Routing (NLR) [13] etc. Once the route is selected, the data packets are transmitted through intermediate nodes to their final destination.

The routing of packets is mostly done at network layer by routing algorithms but additional delay is caused at the lower layers namely MAC Layer and physical layer due to certain situations. The packets queued at each intermediate node for transmission to their next path faces congestion at the node and causes delays/packet drops due to limited bandwidth of the channel (or link). The packet scheduling ensures the most efficient link bandwidth utilization so as to minimize delays and packet drop and hence maintain quality of service. Till now, many scheduling algorithms have been successfully implemented which utilizes the approach of static channel allocation (like First Come First Serve, Round Robin, Weighted Round Robin etc.) [1] or adaptive channel allocation like Random Early Detection (RED) [6], Weighted RED (WRED) [7]. In these algorithms, the decision to drop packets is based on length of the queue. The past research was done to improve scheduler performance using various methods of linear as well as fuzzy logic control based techniques like priority based transmission rate control [8], priority index based control [14], number of hops and channel capacity based control [15], bandwidth requirement and throughput based control [16], differentiated services based control [2] etc. However, this past research work on packet scheduling algorithms mainly focused on the parameters of network layer in which the scope of optimization is limited because it does not truly reflects the congestion happening in lower layers viz. MAC layer and physical layer. The parameters in the MAC layer and physical layer namely MAC layer contention delay and physical layer packet loss ratio adds to the overall network congestion and this is the motivation for developing the more efficient technique for channel allocation. The proposed algorithm considers the parameters of all the three layers viz. the MAC layer, the MAC layer and physical layer parameters in order to represent a more realistic network and line conditions. It is a closed loop process control optimization technique which utilizes the fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to arrive at the final channel allocation. Section 2 presents the related work on some existing channel allocation techniques. Section 3 and 4 presents the explanation of the parameters being considered in the proposed algorithm and description of the proposed technique. Section 5 gives simulation parameter and performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Finally, section 6 concludes the study and scope of future research work.

2. Related work

In wireless networks, congestion is a problem that occurs when multiple users contend for access to the same resources (bandwidth, buffers, and queues). The congestion typically occurs where multiple links feed into a single link or it occurs at routers where nodes are subjected to more traffic than they are designed to handle. The occurrence of congestion lead to packet loss that severely impacts the QoS. It also triggers packet retransmission leading to wastage of network resources. The congestion at the node is caused by various factors such as queuing delay, packet priority and timeout, contention delay to gain access to a shared physical channel and packet loss at the physical layer due to interference or inadequate signal strength. Congestion control refers to techniques and mechanisms that can either prevent congestion, before it happens, or remove congestion, after it has happened. Scheduling and bandwidth allocation algorithms for their efficient performance are the two important mechanisms to control the congestion and hence to deliver the desired QoS. This section provides the overview of various algorithms that were developed to enhance scheduler performance. Mohammad Hossein Yaghmaee and Donald A. Adjeroh [17] presented a priority-based rate control mechanism for congestion control and service differentiation (PBRC-SD) in wireless networks. Real time traffic is buffered in a separate queue with low buffer size, while non real-time traffic is managed using the active queue management algorithm. The high priority real time traffic is distinguished from low priority non-real time traffic, and the input traffic is served based on its priority. The comparison was done with known algorithms namely congestion control and fairness (CCF) and priority based congestion control protocol (PCCP). O.A. Egaji, Alison Griffiths, S. Hasan, H. Yu [14] had proposed a priority based fuzzy logic control (FLC) scheduler using data rate, Signal-to-Noise ratio and queue size as inputs. The FLC has calculated the crisp value of priority index as output which was used for final packet allocation. They also proposed two adaptive priority packet scheduling algorithms based on Mamdani (APSM) and Sugeno fuzzy logic (APPS) [18]. C.Gomathy and S.Shammugavel [19] proposed a fuzzy based scheduler for scheduling the packets based on its priority index. The priority index for each packet is determined based on number of hops the packet has suffered and the buffer size. They had developed a scheduler called priority based scheduler (PBS) based on fuzzy logic to find the priority of the packets, which had to be scheduled next. The three variables viz. expiry time of packet, queue length and data rate are considered as input variables. These inputs were fuzzified, implicated, aggregated and defuzzified to get the crisp value of the output i.e., the priority index. Kumar Manoj, S.C. Sharma, Leena Aya [15] had proposed a FLC based scheduler that allocates the packets based on the number of hops the packet has suffered and the channel capacity and hence named number of hops and channel capacity scheduler (NH-CCS). Byung-Gon Chun and Mary Baker [20] examined the queuing dynamics at nodes in an ad hoc mobile network and evaluated the network performance under different packet scheduling algorithms using Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) as the underlying routing protocols. They found that among the algorithms studied by them, those that give priority to data packets with short distance to destination, use adaptive fuzzy logic (APPF) and the highest throughput, without increasing routing overhead. The limitation of these algorithms is that the parameters of only one layer are utilized for comparison and performance evaluation. It is assumed that the communication is flawless in the lower layers namely MAC layer and physical layer. However, in reality, there are factors in these lower layers causing congestion, delays and packet losses. The proposed algorithm considers the parameters of MAC layer and physical layer in addition to those of network layer which are MAC layer contention delay [3] and physical layer packet loss ratio [4]. MAC layer contention delay [3] refers to the time taken for a wireless node to gain access to a shared physical communication channel for a packet transmission. Each node needs to arbitrate for the wireless channel access before it can start transmitting a packet. The node back off and arbitrates for the channel again if collision occurs. The contention mechanism in the firmware of MAC layer takes care of resolving this arbitration. Thus, contention delay is the interval time between the time that a packet is at head-of-line for transmission and the time that the packet actually starts to be transmitted out. Similarly, in physical layer, packet loss occurs due to the failure of one or more transmitted packets to arrive at the destination node. The causes of packet loss [9] include inadequate signal strength, traffic, or human-made interference traffic, hardware or software issues or congestion at the nodes. Often, more than one factors is involved. This is represented by physical layer packet loss ratio [4]. Thus, the proposed algorithm represents more realistic overall network and line conditions by considering the parameters of lower layers namely MAC layer contention delay [3] and physical layer packet loss ratio [4], in addition to the network layer parameters.
3. Quality of service

The QoS of wireless networks can be improved if the causes of the delay are addressed and congestion is reduced. This will also improve the packet delivery ratio. This can be achieved if the causes affecting delay or packet drop are considered for time allotted for transmission to a node.

The closed loop process control technique for dynamic channel allocation is proposed at the node using fuzzy logic control. In the proposed algorithm, the channel allocation of the node is determined by considering the four node parameters that are network layer queue length of the channel, packet priority, packet timeout and MAC layer contention delay. The number of packets to be transmitted on each channel in a cycle is determined using the fuzzy logic optimization technique. The inputs are given to the fuzzy logic system in order to calculate the final channel allocation per cycle. The updating of the parameters is done after a fixed predetermined updating time or physical layer packet loss ratio increases up to its threshold value whichever is earlier. Section 4 describes fuzzy logic optimization technique for calculating the number of packets allocated to be transmitted on each channel.

3.1. Scheduling scheme

A scheduling scheme is required to improve the QoS of wireless networks. This algorithm determines the sequence flow of data that can access the available resources. The packets from various links arrive at a node, and the scheduler prioritizes individual flows in the queue so they are served in a fair way to improve the QoS. The conventional available scheduling algorithms are first in first out (FIFO), Priority Queuing (PQ) and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [1]. In these algorithms, the scheduling prioritization is done based on the length of the queue. When the packet arrival rate is greater than queue processing rate, the queue will not be able to cope with the flow of packet arrivals, thus congestion will occur. Hence, packets will be discarded by the queue either because the queue buffer is already full or it has exceeded the waiting threshold in the queue. This conventional queuing scheme is unsuitable for wireless networks because of the frequent changes of the network topology. Thus, an adaptive queuing scheme which adapts to the network topology change is needed.

4. Fuzzy logic optimization technique

4.1. Fuzzy logic control

Fuzzy logic is based on the concept of fuzzy sets. The membership in fuzzy sets is expressed in degrees of truth i.e. as a continuum of values ranging from 0 to 1 [22]. A fuzzy logic control (FLC) system is based on fuzzy logic. The input variables in a fuzzy control system are mapped by sets of membership functions known as fuzzy sets. The process of converting a crisp input value to a fuzzy value is called fuzzification. The controller takes decision based on the set of rules that are made by mapping of input variables into membership functions and truth values. All the rules that apply are invoked, using the membership functions and truth values obtained from the inputs, to determine the result of the rule. This result in turn will be mapped into a membership function and truth value controlling the output variable. These results are combined to give a specific crisp output and this procedure is known as defuzzification.

This section gives an explanation about the proposed method which is fuzzy logic control based allocation as depicted in Figure 1. The packet queues Q[1], Q[2], ..., Q[n] are given as inputs to the FLC along with average priority Ap[i], average timeout At[i] and MAC layer contention delay DC[i]. The FLC determines the final dynamic allocation factor Fa for deciding the number of packets N[i] to be transmitted on the i channel in each cycle time. The updating of the final calculated weightage is based on the set threshold of physical layer loss ratio parameter R[tx].

The average priority Ap[i] of packets of the i channel is calculated by taking the average of the packet priorities in a queue.

$$\text{Ap}[i] = \frac{\sum_{j \in i} A_p[j]}{|i|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where Ap[j] is the priority of jth packet.

The average timeout At[i] of packets of the i channel is calculated by averaging the packet timeouts in a queue.

$$\text{At}[i] = \frac{\sum_{j \in i} A_t[j]}{|i|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where At[j] is the timeout time of jth packet.

Let Ts[i] be the time at which the packet is scheduled to be transmitted on the i channel and Ts[i] be the time at which the packet starts to actually transmit the packet on the i channel, then the MAC layer contention delay Dc[i] will be

$$\text{Dc}[i] = \text{Ts[i]} - \text{Ts[i]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Let P[i][j] be the number of packets lost in the i channel in the measurement time and let Ps[i] be the number of packets sent successfully, then the total number of packets transmitted on the i channel Pr[i] will be

$$\text{Pr}[i] = \text{Ps}[i] + \text{Ps}[i]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In addition, the packet loss ratio Rp[i] will be

$$\text{Rp}[i] = (\text{Pr}[i])/ (\text{Pr}[i])$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The channel utilization goes up significantly if the allocation is based on addressing the above delay factors. Obviously, a mathematical model for this decision is enormously difficult to find. However, with fuzzy logic [16], it is relatively much easier.

4.2. Fuzzy logic control based membership functions

The fuzzy logic QoS membership functions are chosen as combination of triangular and trapezoidal membership functions [22] so that
linear interpolation can be used to get both endpoints of the interval for the input. Moreover, they provide minimum error reconstruction for the output.

4.2.1. Number of packets in queue membership function

The number of packets allocated to be transmitted on a channel is $Q$. The higher value of $Q$ means more number of packets are due to be transmitted on the channel and hence the allocation should be more. Therefore, the higher will be the value of the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$. Hence, it is concluded that the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$ for number of packets to be sent increases linearly with the increase in $Q$ in order to minimize the delay. The function $Q$ is represented in the form of three linguistic variables namely Less, Medium and More in the rule base with appropriate percentage ranges as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of packets in queue $Q$ variable</th>
<th>Range of $Q$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LESS</td>
<td>0 - 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
<td>30 - 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE</td>
<td>60 - 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2. Average packet priority membership function

The average priority of the packets due for transmission on the channel is $A_P$. The higher value of average priority of the queue $A_P$ means the presence of high priority packets in the queue and hence they should get more allocation. Therefore, the value of final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$ will be high. Hence, it is concluded that the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$ increases linearly with the increase in average priority $A_P$ in order to minimize the delay. The function $A_P$ is represented in the form of three linguistic variables namely Low, Intermediate and High in the rule base with appropriate ranges as shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Packet Priority $A_P$ variable</th>
<th>Range (as a fraction of waiting time in the queue and total allowable timeout)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>0 – 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERMEDIATE</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>0.6 - 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3. Average packet timeout membership function

The average timeout $A_T$ represents the time at which the packet life expires. It is calculated as the fraction of the waiting time in the queue with respect to total allowable time in seconds. The higher the average timeout $A_T$ of the queue of a particular channel, the higher allocation it demands in order to transmit before its expiry. Therefore, higher will be the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$. Hence, it is concluded that the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$ for number of packets to be sent increases linearly with the increase in average timeout $A_T$ in order to minimize the delay. The function $A_T$ is represented by three linguistic variables Min, Middle and Max in the rule base with appropriate ranges as shown in Table 3 and Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Packet Timeout $A_T$ variable</th>
<th>Range (as a fraction of waiting time in the queue and total allowable timeout)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIN</td>
<td>0 – 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE</td>
<td>0.3 – 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>0.6 - 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4. MAC layer contention delay membership function

The longer the MAC Layer Contention delay $D_C$, the more is the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$. Hence, it is concluded that the final dynamic allocation factor $F_A$ for number of packets to be sent increases linearly with the increase in the MAC Layer Contention delay $D_C$. The function $D_C$ is represented by three linguistic variables Good, Acceptable and Worst in the rule base with the appropriate ranges as shown in Table 4 and Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAC Layer Contention delay $D_C$ variable</th>
<th>Range (as a percentage of Maximum Contention delay)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>0 – 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCEPTABLE</td>
<td>30 - 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORST</td>
<td>60 - 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Fuzzy rules

The decision which the fuzzy controller make is derived from the rules that are stored in the database. These are stored in a set of rules. The rules are simple if-then statements which are easy to understand. Based on the fuzzy values of queue length, average packet priority, average packet timeout and MAC layer contention delay (called as antecedents), the node use the IF/THEN to calculate the final allocation factor (called as consequent). The linguistic variables of the allocation factor are defined as (High, Medium and Low). Total rules applied are 34 = 81. The fuzzy rule base for the scheduler is shown in Table 5. In this rule base, the consequent Final Dynamic allocation factor FA is expressed by means of membership function

$$\mu (F_A) = \min [\mu (Q), \mu (Av), \mu (At), \mu (Dc)]$$

(6)

based on the definition of the standard fuzzy intersection operation.

4.4. Aggregation of fuzzy rules

The process of obtaining the overall consequent (conclusion) from the individual consequents contributed by each rule in the rule-base is known as aggregation of rules. In this case, disjunctive system of rules is applied. This means that the rules are connected by the “OR” connectives. The aggregated output is found by the fuzzy union of all individual rule contributions which is defined by the membership function

$$\mu (F_A) = \max [\mu_1 (F_A), \mu_2 (F_A), \mu_3 (F_A), \mu_4 (F_A)]$$

(7)

This is called Mamdani (max − min) inference method.

Table 5: Fuzzy Rule Base for the Scheduler

| RULE 0: | IF Len AND Low AND Min AND Cool THEN Low |
| RULE 1: | IF Len AND Low AND Min AND Acc. THEN Medium |
| RULE 2: | IF Len AND Low AND Min AND Warm THEN High |
| RULE 3: | IF Len AND Low AND Med AND Cool THEN Low |
| RULE 4: | IF Len AND Low AND Med AND Acc. THEN Medium |
| RULE 5: | IF Len AND Low AND Med AND Warm THEN High |
| RULE 6: | IF Len AND Med AND Min AND Cool THEN Low |
| RULE 7: | IF Len AND Med AND Min AND Acc. THEN Medium |
| RULE 8: | IF Len AND Med AND Min AND Warm THEN High |
| RULE 9: | IF Len AND Med AND Med AND Cool THEN Low |
| RULE 10: | IF Len AND Med AND Med AND Acc. THEN Medium |
| RULE 11: | IF Len AND Med AND Med AND Warm THEN High |

4.5. Defuzzification

Using the model in section 4.2, the inputs are fuzzified and then by using simple if-then rules and other simple fuzzy set operations the output fuzzy function is obtained (section 4.3 and section 4.4). This output is then defuzzified using the centre of gravity (COG) method as it is widely used in wireless networks. The outcome is the final weightage value FA which will be used for determining the final number of packets to be transmitted on the path.

The Centre of Gravity method is given by the algebraic expression

$$F_A = U = \frac{\mu_{\max} \int_{\mu_{\min}} \mu (a) \, du}{\int_{\mu_{\min}} \mu (a) \, du}$$

(8)

The final allocation of number of packets to be transmitted on i-th channel N[i] is given by

$$N[i] = F_A * Q[i]$$

(9)

This allocation will be governed by the rule:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} F_A * Q[i] = \mu$$

(10)

4.6. Calculation of output variables

The output parameters considered for the measurement of QoS are average delay time $T_{av}_{del}$, average end to end delay $T_{e2e}$, percentage throughput $P_{th}$, packet loss probability $P_{l}_{prob}$ and percentage channel utilization $C_u$. The average delay time $T_{av}_{del}$ is the average time taken by the data packet to reach the receiving node and is calculated by taking the average of delay times of data received $T_{del}[i]$ in each round of transmission.

If there are $n$ rounds of transmission, then $T_{av}_{del}$ will be

$$T_{av}_{del} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} T_{del}[i]}{n}$$

(11)

The average end to end delay $T_{e2e}$ is the average time it takes a data packet to reach its final destination and is calculated by taking the average of end to end delay times of data receive at the final destination $T_{e2e}[i]$ in each round of transmission. If there are $n$ rounds of transmission, then $T_{e2e}$ will be

$$T_{e2e} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} T_{e2e}[i]}{n}$$

(12)

The packet loss probability $P_{l}_{prob}$ is the probability of losing a packet at the receiving node when the queue size capacity is $k$ packets and is calculated as

$$P_{l}_{prob} = (1 - \frac{\lambda}{\mu}) (\frac{\lambda}{\mu})^k$$

(13)

The channel utilization $C_u$ is the measure of the use of the channel for the transmission of data.

$$C_u = \frac{\text{Channel Actual Utilization}}{\text{Channel capacity}} \times 100$$

(14)

In the proposed algorithm, the channel allocation is done by the FLC dynamically by calculating the value of $F_A$ as per (8) which in turn is used to calculate the final allocation $N[i]$ as per (9).

The robustness of the proposed algorithm is the verification of the checksum as per (10) and prevents the network against erroneous calculations and data overrun.

5. Performance evaluation

The performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm is done using Simulink. The simulation model has ten input channels and one output channel. Data payload size is 1024 bytes, the buffer size of each input channel is 50 packets and the buffer size of the output channel is 100 packets. The simulation is done for 30 rounds. The output QoS parameters for comparison are calculated as per (11) to (14). The robustness of the algorithm is checked as per (10) after every round of simulation. Table 6 summarizes the simulation parameters used for implementation and analysis.
Figure 6 shows the total input data of all the ten channels to be transmitted to the output channel in each round.

Figure 7 shows the input throughput of all the channels during the simulation run. The average input throughput of all the rounds is 319.16 MB and the average output throughput of proposed algorithm with parameter set (b) is 20.8 MB better than sets (a) and (c). This means that the proposed algorithm can obtain optimal output with set (b) parameters.

The average delay time of proposed algorithm with parameter sets (a), (b) and (c) are compared with that of algorithms CCF, PCCP, PBRC-SD [17], No priority, Priority, Weighted hops, Round robin and Greedy [20]. The comparison is shown in Figure 8. The average delay time of proposed algorithm with parameter set (b) is the lowest as well as two times lesser than the algorithm PCCP which is the best amongst the compared algorithms. This shows that the proposed algorithm with parameter set (b) has the shortest delay.

Figure 9 shows the average End to end delay time of proposed algorithm with parameter sets (a), (b) and (c) are compared with that of algorithms CCF, PCCP, PBRC-SD [17], NH-CCS, APPS-M and APPS-S [18]. The average End to end delay time of proposed algorithm with parameter set (b) is second best amongst the compared algorithms.

The loss probability of proposed algorithm is higher than the average loss probabilities of the algorithms considered.

The comparison of the Packet Delivery Ratio of the proposed algorithm with parameter sets (a), (b) and (c) with the algorithms NH-CCS, APPS-M and APPS-S [18] and NH-CCS [15] and PBS [19] is shown in Figure 12. It shows that the packet delivery ratio is second best after PBS algorithm.
6. Conclusion

This paper highlighted the various parameters affecting QoS of the wireless sensor networks. The motivation of the proposed work was to integrate the QoS affecting parameters of network layer as well as MAC layer and physical layer. By addressing these parameters together, the scheduler became more efficient and network was represented wholistically and realistically. The simulation results confirm the superiority of the proposed algorithm over existing ones. In this paper, the parameters considered were queueing delay, packet priority, packet timeout, MAC layer contention delay and physical layer packet loss ratio. The fuzzy logic controller based scheduler algorithm was proposed which was closed loop optimization technique integrating all the parameters to calculate the allocation factor for final channel allocation.

The simulation results were compared with existing algorithms namely CCF, PCCP, PBRC-SD, PBS and the standard priority based, round robin, greedy and weighted hops algorithms. The output parameters of throughput was highest (20.8 MB better) amongst all compared, the average delay time was the lowest and two times lower than the next best PCCP algorithm. The average end to end delay time is very close to the lowest average of PBRC-SD algorithm. In addition to that, the throughput percentage is the best amongst the compared algorithm. The packet delivery ratio is second best after PBS algorithm. The simulation results confirm that in overall, the proposed algorithm demonstrates its superiority over existing algorithms.

Hence, it is concluded that the proposed algorithm can better meet the QoS requirements in Wireless Networks in comparison with the existing algorithms CCF, PCCP, PBRC-SD, NH-CCS, PBS, APPS-M, APPS-S, priority based, weighted hops, round robin and greedy algorithms.
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